
THE IMPORTANCE OF A CLEAN HORSE

This is why it is important to monitor your horse's water intake and make sure they Keeping free choice clean cool water
available at all times.

Trimming[ edit ] Trimmed lower hind leg, with clipped cannon, fetlock, pastern, and coronary band. I would,
if it was a matter of survival. More from Grooming:. Removal of mud and manure helps to prevent thrush , [1]
a common hoof ailment which in very severe cases may cause lameness , and the removal of rocks helps to
prevent stone bruises. Although many horses are quite healthy without daily brushing, lack of hoofcare can
result in various problems, which if unattended, can result in short or long-term soundness issues for the horse.
For brushes with leather backs, you can finish the job by applying a leather conditioner. Alternatively, you can
use multiple short but swift strokes, following the direction of hair growth. Posted on Sep 1, in Articles , Tack
Why it is important to clean your tack daily! These brushes have short hard-to-medium or soft bristles meant
to catch the smaller particles of dust and stray hairs. Some tails are even prone to dreadlocks. A well-worn but
perfectly usable hoof pick All crevices of the hoof are cleaned, particularly the sulci between the frog and the
bars, [1] as those areas are most likely to trap rocks or other debris, and also are the most common area to
develop thrush. Surfaces must be scrubbed with a detergent or cleaning agent to loosen and remove as much
organic matter as possible. It was after I had been to one yard and treated 16 horses and removed 16 beans.
Natural-fibre brushes are most often wood or leather backed, with leather hand straps. See "Clipping" below.
She then recommended me to another friend, and people started asking me to come and clean their horses. See
also: Bridle path horse A newly clipped bridle path, note ears of horse are also trimmed Many horses have hair
trimmed or removed, especially for show. See Picking the feet below. Clear Eyes and Nostrils As prey
animals, horses rely on sight and smell to sense danger. Metal currycomb or Fitch currycomb: A currycomb
made of several rows of short metal teeth, with a handle. For these sensitive horses, Lenher encourages owners
to save the chore for their veterinarian. Severely "incorrect" clipping is often considered a great faux pas in the
horse world. Hooves need to be trimmed after four to ten weeks; otherwise, they will grow too long and cause
discomfort. Brushes are used in the direction of the horse's hair coat growth, usually in short strokes from front
to back except at the flanks, where the hair grows in a different pattern. Probably not. Some designs include a
small, very stiff brush for removing additional mud or dirt. For recreational horse owners who might ride less
frequently, grooming a few days a week is recommended for the same reasons. Hand-operated clippers are
still available but not often used, since electric clippers are so much more efficient. Clear polish is generally
used in dressage , show hunters , jumpers , and eventing , as well as most breed shows, other than some stock
horse breeds. Most horse owners will also be able to feel the beans, although it is harder to remove them.
Dandy brush: The best quality dandy brushes are made of stiff natural bristles such as rice stems, though they
wear out quickly. Water that had algae, mud, maybe even feces in it? Chances are, if it was a matter of life or
death, you would too. Once the left front hoof is picked and cleaned, move to the hind leg on the left side and
repeat the picking, cleaning, observing, and brushing. Grooming rag or towel, also called a Stable rubber: A
linen or terrycloth towel or similar type of cloth or sheepskin mitt that can be used to give a final polish to a
horse's coat. In the winter, hoof picking also provides the chance to remove packs of snow from the horse's
hooves, which can cause uncomfortable "snowballs".


